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Sabbath School Notes #5 Tunnel of Love  

Are we seeing how important this is to God?  

RH May 1, 1883 
 “Every person will be held accountable for the good which he 
might have done, but failed to perform because he was too 
careless and indolent to gain a knowledge of the Will of 
God…. There is no more dangerous enemy to the cause of God 
than an insolent christian. AN open profaner does less harm; for 
he deceives no one, he appears what he is, a brier, a thorn. The 
DO-NOTHINGS are the greatest hindrance. Those who will not 
bear burdens, who shun all disagreeable responsibilities, are the 
first to be taken in Satan’s snare, the first to lend their influence 
to a wrong course. Watch, Pray, Work- These are the Christian’s 
watch-words.” 

God needs faithful men like Nehemiah, Elijah, & Luther. 

Because the people of God in Nehemiah’s day did not wish to 
bring the anger of the Samaritans down upon themselves the 
ceased to build the wall. It was too risky, so they just LOVED and 
accepted the God haters right into their midst and into the temple 
rooms. Neh. 13:13- 18, 23–31. 

Elijah was so distressed about the Conference president and his 
heathen wife feeding 450 Priests of Baal who were teaching the 
people about a God of “UNCONDITIONAL LOVE”  He called 
for a showdown, Talk about a nation dumbed down into silence of 
“Do NOTHINGS” 1Kings 18:21, 22, 36-40. 
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Martin Luther said: “Christ will give me his Spirit to 
overcome these ministers of Satan. I despise them while I 
live; I will triumph over them by my death.” 4SP 125.2 

4SP 117.3 “When the papal bull reached Luther, he said: “I 
despise it, and resist it, as impious and false. It is Christ 
himself who is condemned therein.” “I glory in the prospect 
of suffering for the best of causes. Already I feel greater liberty; 
for I know now that the pope is antichrist, and that his throne is 
that of Satan himself.” 4SP 117.3 

 Webster’s 1828 Dictionary =Despise- 1. To contemn, to 
scorn, to disdain, to have the lowest opinion of. 2. To abhor. 

             
“There is many a man in the humble walks of life today, whom 
the Lord might designate as he did Abraham,—“the friend of 
God.” Such men approve that which God approves, and 
condemn that which he condemns. In their presence, even 
the sinner feels a sense of awe, a restraint; for God is with them, 
and they are living epistles, known and read of all men.” 30T 
133.1 

Dan 12:10  “Many shall be purified, and made white, and tried; 
but the wicked shall do wickedly: and none of the wicked shall 
understand; but the wise shall understand.” 

God pleads with His church. 

Isa 32:9-11  Rise up, ye women that are at ease; hear my voice, 
ye careless daughters; give ear unto my speech. Many days and 
years shall ye be troubled, ye careless women: for the vintage  
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shall fail, the gathering shall not come. Tremble, ye women that 
are at ease; be troubled, ye careless ones: strip you, and make 
you bare, and gird sackcloth upon your loins. 

27 Fundamental Beliefs! 
The “LOVE” of God is not only UNLIMITED! NO! Now it is 
“UNCONDITIONAL!” p.VII, 6, 25, 32, 274, 305, 350, 356 they are 
fulfilling the PREDICTIONS of the PROPHETESS. The Devil’s 
TRAIN; It seemed the “WHOLE WORLD” was on BOARD, 
powered by “UNIVERSALISM!” EW 88, 263. 
As the OMEGA Develops from one stage to another - Love of 
God is the all important thing- above the Sinner’s need of Christ, 
Repentance, Consecration…..&Etc….  So develops the Free love 
and sex in the churches. And NO ONE Must say a word, for 
according to them- it is not the doing of these things but the 
exposing of them that is evil!  
CBC-TV April 2, 1990 “Talking about “AIDS” 8:00 p.m. “We’re 
not talking about “MORALS” here, We’re talking about 
“LEARNING!” (This is an Example of “KNOWLEDGE” without 
“VIRTUE!”) (“ADD” to your “KNOWLEDGE” a condom!) And 
then the education comes over the airwaves of how much better it 
is to have a knowledge of how to properly use these 
“OVERCOATS”! This NATION-WIDE PROGRAM is Not here to 
“MORALIZE” and they kept saying so over and over again. This 
reminds me of Hudson in 8 “LAY-WORKER” Articles railing 24 
times at “Moral Behaviorism!” So did Litterell of the “SABBATH 
SENTINEL.” There is NOTHING WORSE than “LEGALISM!” 
Living by “LAW!”(OH REALLY? All Creation lives by God’s set 
Laws, but Man WILL NOT, He refuses, he is in Desperate 
companionship with the Great Rebel Leader.) 
 So the Leadership of the Church determined NOT to be Legalists, 
sing the “LOVE UNLIMITED AND UNCONDITIONAL” Song  
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EXACTLY as Ellen White Predicted! Left OUT of EW 48 but 
found in “PRESENT TRUTH” pg. 32. Sept. 1849. RH 1:11 
RH April 1850 The Shaking vision, given to the “Little Flock.” 
See also Present Truth Sept. 1849. TM 385, 386; 420, 
431-435. Then see the “SEALING” of Philadelphia and who will 
NOT be “SEALED” and WHY! TM 444 to 447. “They refused to 
let go the “FILTHY GARMENTS!” TM 447. (Who was that?) 
“Men of Intelligence, MEN in RESPONSIBLE POSITIONS will be 
putting ROTTEN TIMBERS in their CHARACTER - 
BUILDING…!” TM 446.  

WHO CARES? DOES IT REALLY MATTER?  
Heppenstall converted Daniel Brinsmead and Fred Wright over 
with 2 Million $$’s from the Heppenstall “FOUNDATION FUND” 
now (1990) in charge of ANDREWS? With the cry: “CHARACTER 
will be GIVEN you when Christ Messiah comes.” Now where 
would they have gotten that? Ahh yes, So says the Jewish 
“Talmud!” Mormonism, Billy Graham, Evangelicalism and the 
teachings of Babylon the 3rd.  
This was the reason for “CELEBRATION!” As they whooped and 
Hollered around the golden calf. History is sure repeating!  

A “LOVE-SICK” Uganda “Musician”  
Carrying his “Love Songs” and his “AIDS” to SWEDEN, and left 
behind over 1,000,000 “Aids Victims in UGANDA, Sowed his seed 
in SWEDEN, just before he gave his last gasp “Found Only 
“RESPECT.” But this is the way the world is going. Swedish 
Scientists discovered at least “5 Infectious  
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Diseases that this Black Musician carried around with him and 
came to sing of “LOVE” to the most promiscuous white people in 
the world.  
No one was there to repeat the words of Christ: “As it was in the 
days of Lot… thus shall it be in the day when the Son of 
man is revealed….Remember Lot’s wife! Luke 17:28, 
30,32. “There was a coming “OUT” a decided “Separation” from 
the Wicked, an “ESCAPE for thy LIFE” Gen. 19:17; and RH 
Nov. 5, 1889, par. 4 “So it will be now… in the Last Days- 
Scoffers walking after their own “LUSTS” … many who occupy 
the pulpits… “Peace! Peace!” And the singers croon Light your 
candle and RUN to the darkness!!!! RH November 5, 1889.
“Doctrines of Devils!” 1SM 197. “From OUR pulpits!” TM 409.  
“Arising in the Church… when “THEY” shall say, Peace and 
Safety!” Then sudden destruction cometh upon “THEM”  
1Th 5:3 “For when they shall say, Peace and safety; then sudden 
destruction cometh upon them, as travail upon a woman with 
child; and they shall not escape.” 

“Here we see that “THE CHURCH” … “Peace and Safety! These 
Dumb Dogs… All Perish together!” 5T 211. 

So Just What is LOVE? Is it just a Feeling? Is it a 
Decision?  

Webster’s 1828 dictionary: noun. a strong feeling of warm 
personal attachment or deep affection, such as for a parent, 
spouse, child, friend, or pet: He bent and kissed his newborn 
daughter on the brow, his heart full of love and gratitude. 

The Love of a mother is often sung and spoken of as the deepest 
and most tender love there is; but as the spirit of God has been  
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withdrawing from the face of the earth, we see less and less 
women with that tender love for their children. Isa 49:15,16   
So there is a Mother’s love, (Which is a weak love in this 
generation) and there is love for a spouse, a friend,, a child, a pet; 
but these emotions are far below the Decision and tender feelings 
of Love that we should have for God, because of what He and His 
Only begotten Son did for us. The Love of God surpasses them 
all! Yes, we must “Come, let us reason together, saith the Lord…”  
Study this Love of God and Christ, that our hearts might be 
quickened with that Love of God.  

In the days of Noah the antediluvian world hit this “LOVE” 
theme until they fully believed that God - the Creator and Maker 
of them all - LOVED them SO MUCH that He would not destroy 
them! What a fatal mistake!  
“As the heavy clouds were over them pouring down their 
torrents of rain, the inhabitants of the old world began to climb 
to the tops of the mountains, but the water reached to the tops of 
the highest trees, and they were swept into the boiling deep.” 
4LtMs, Ms 35, 1885, par. 3  
And once again- “as it was in the days of Noah”, they hit this 
“LOVE” Theme until the R&H and VOP News actually wrote such 
rubbish as this: “God LOVES all men, everywhere, all the time, 
and as long as life shall last!”  

REALLY? 
(Then there is no close of Probation? No Sealing? God does Not 
command His angels to “LEAVE” those who make: “NO EFFORT” 
or who are INDIFFERENT to the “STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO 
the Laodiceans?” as recorded in EW 270, 1T 180,181. 
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Heppenstall and his followers hit the Theme of “LOVE 
UNLIMITED!” Which is listed in 4SP 405, 409 and GC 554- 
558 under “SPIRITUALISM”.  
Fred Wright wrote: that “God is so “LOVING” He never destroys 
and if He did, He would be no better in “NATURE” than the 
Devil.” That is the Devil’s snare, it is the SPIRITUALISTIC 
doctrine known as “UNIVERSALISM” and it seemed the whole 
world falls for this theme. “It seemed that the whole world was on 
board there could not be one left. EW 88, 263. 

What is the truth of this subject? 
Get this very straight:  
[1] Sin is a Disease. 1 John 1:7 
[2] This world is in Quarantine. PP 52 
[3] Sin must not spread to the Rest of the un-fallen worlds. It 
must be cured right here.  
[4] The wicked are not happy, they are MISERABLE- and make 
life MISERABLE for everyone else around them. 4T 293; 1SP 
28. 
[5] A horse that breaks its leg, the Vet says there is no hope, those 
who understand real LOVE and MERCY run as fast as their legs 
will carry them to get the gun to end the suffering. 
[6] Even to SHOW SYMPATHY for the Korah, Dathan, and 
Abiram, These 3 in Church-Leadership who rose up against the 
Prophet, (Moses) -the ground opened up, and because of 
Sympathizing with KD&A caused fire to come out of the cloud and 
atomize 250 Princes of Renown- the full autumn council. This 
experience is to be repeated near the end. 1SP 306.  
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[7] Therefore the Saints “Rejoice” at the DESTRUCTION of the 
WICKED! Rev. 18:20; Ps. 58:10. 1SP 412; 1SG 212. Do you 
LOVE God enough to do that? 
What about you? Will YOUR Rejoice? 
[8] To DESTROY the WICKED, when all hope is past, frees them 
from their shelf-inflicted TORMENT, and frees the entire 
UNIVERSE from Pain, Sorrow, and Crying FOREVER! Who 
would not want that? Only those who understand NOTHING of 
LOVE and MERCY! 
RH October 18, 1906, par. 19 “God allows men a period of 
probation; but there is a point beyond which divine patience is 
exhausted and the judgments of God are SURE to follow. … a 
time will come when pleadings for mercy will no longer be 
heard, and the rebellious element …will be blotted out in mercy 
to themselves.…” 
PK 276-7. “Cut it down! Why cumbereth it the ground?” 
 7T 200; 5T 81; COL 214-216. 
Those who do not understand this principle of His 
RIGHTEOUSNESS, who seek to tear asunder what God has put 
together, will have a HARD TIME in the coming WRATH of God 
as Dead Bodies are strewn around this World! And the False 
Prophets of Baal will gnaw their tongues for pain, as they will be 
rolled in their own blood by their own members. GC 655-657. 
FROM EZEKIEL 22:1 
“Moreover the Word of the Lord came to me, saying: "Now, thou 
son of man, wilt thou JUDGE the BLOODY CITY? Yea, thou shalt 
SHOW HER "ALL" her ABOMINATIONS" Under the 
“UNCONDITIONAL LOVE” religion- the People of God CANNOT 
obey this command of God. 
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EZEKIEL 22:25, 26 & 30. 

25  “There is a CONSPIRACY of her PROPHETS” 
26  "Her Princes in the midst thereof are like WOLVES ravening 
the Prey, to shed BLOOD, and to DESTROY SOULS, to get 
DISHONEST GAIN. .. " 
30 "And I sought for a "MAN" among them...but I found 
"NONE!" (The "MEN" had long since “FLED", and became "THE 
"ESCAPED" OF ISRAEL. They OBEYED THE COMMAND OF 
GOD and fled "OUT" of the "BLOODY CITY!’)  

HIGHLIGHTS FROM EZEKIEL 23:2-25 

2 “Son of man, there were 2 WOMEN, the DAUGHTERS of ONE 
MOTHER. 

4 "And the NAMES of them are "AHOLAH the ELDER, and 
AHOLIBAH her SISTER...SAMARIA is AHOLAH and 
JERUSALEM is AHOLIBAH." 
5 "And AHOLAH played the harlot... desirable YOUNG MEN - 
HORSEMEN riding upon HORSES... 
8 "For in her Youth they lay with her, and they bruised the 
Breasts of her VIRGINITY - and poured their WHOREDOM upon 
her… 
11 "And when her Sister AHOLIBAH saw this, she was MORE 
CORRUPT, (AHOLAH, ROMANISM THE ELDER  gives you a 
CHANCE to get out of PURGATORY or HELL, by her PRIESTS 
saying “MASS” for you! But SPURGEON, D.L. MOODY, BILLY 
GRAHAM, ORAL ROBERTS, JIMMY SWAGGART, BAKKER- 
AHOLIBAH (YOUNGER), puts you in "HELL!" and throws the 
Key away! WORSE-THAN-ROMANISM!)  

"She was MORE CORRUPT in her INORDINATE "LOVE!" than 
she, and in her WHOREDOMS more than her Sister in her 
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12 “She doted upon the ASSYRIANS her NEIGHBORS - 
CAPTAINS and RULERS clothed most gorgeously, HORSEMEN 
riding upon HORSES, all of them desirable young men...  

17 "And the BABYLONIANS came to her into the Bed of "LOVE!" 
and they DEFILED her… 

18 “And discovered her NAKEDNESS”... 
20 "Whose FLESH is as the FLESH of ASSES, and whose ISSUE 
is like the ISSUE of HORSES… 

22 "THEREFORE, O AHOLIBAH, thus saith the Lord God; 
Behold, I will raise up THY LOVERS AGAINST THEE ON EVERY 
SIDE, (NO ONE HAS ANY USE FOR A TWO-TIMER!) .. .ALL of 
them riding upon HORSES...  

24"And they shall come against thee with CHARIOTS, WAGONS, 
and WHEELS, and with an Assembly of PEOPLE - which shall 
set against thee.            

BUCKLER and SHIELD and HELMET round about; and I will 
set JUDGEMENT before them; and they shall JUDGE THEE...  

25 “And they shall deal FURIOUSLY with thee, they shall take 
away thine NOSE and thine EARS; and thy ’REMNANT’ shall 
FALL by the SWORD.” 

  ("Those among SABBATH KEEPERS. . .”A Day of HEART-
RENDERING ANGUISH is BEFORE ’US!’) (Some will scream! 
FUTURISM! FUTURISM!) “I was shown that POINTED 
TESTIMONIES should be borne, and that those who will come up 
to the help of the Lord will receive His BLESSING. But SABBATH  
KEEPERS have a “WORK!’ to do... The PROPHECY of ISAIAH 5 
was presented before me as applying to these LAST DAYS, and 
the REPROOFS are given to the DAUGHTERS of ZION who have  
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thought ONLY of APPEARANCE and DISPLAY. Read Verse 25: 
"THY MEN shall FALL by the SWORD, and thy MIGHTY in the 
‘WAR!’ I was shown that this Scripture will be STRICTLY 
FULFILLED. YOUNG MEN and WOMEN ’PROFESSING’ 
(’FAITH ALONE!’) PROFESSING (Yes, only professing) to be 
’CHRISTIANS’, yet having borne NO BURDENS, and felt NO 
’ INDIVIDUAL’ RESPONSIBILITY (Just went by the 
’LEADERship!’ Floating with the crowd) felt no ’INDIVIDUAL 
RESPONSIBILITY’ are to be proved. ’THEY" will be brought 
LOW in the DUST, and will LONG for an experience in the things 
of God, which they have FAILED to obtain.” 1T 269,270 

WAR LIFTS HIS HELMET TO HIS BROW 

O GOD, PROTECT THY PEOPLE NOW!  

          1T 269,270 

[This is set up to APPEAR that they will WIN ANYWAY! (‘END 
UP IN A POSITIVE NOTE!’) But read it from the ORIGINAL 
RH 1:40  [Aug. 7, 1861] and JUDGE for yourself if they 
ESCAPE with only ’APPEARANCE”, ’DISPLAY’, ’UNLIMITED, 
UNCONDITIONAL ‘LOVE!’ and ’KISSES!’ or continue Reading:]  

EZEKIEL 25:25 “and thy “REMNANT” shall Fall by the 
"SWORD!"  they shall take thy SONS, and thy DAUGHTERS (for 
the First Time in History -now going ALL OUT in CANADA and 
the U.S.A.  WOMEN in the FRONT LINES.)  

IN THE NEXT “WAR" 

(ADVENTIST "WOMEN!" ADVENTIST DOWAGERS PROUDLY 
MARCHING in their MILITARY UNIFORMS, at the SAME TIME 
their MEDICAL MEN appeared on the PLATFORM in LLU =  
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MILITARY SWORDS AND ALL!) (JUST LIKE THE JEWS!!! AS 
HISTORY IS REPEATED!) Going to save themselves with 
"FORCE!" WILSON spending how many "THOUSANDS!" of  
YOUR Tithe Dollars to put on a display of 120 “WHITE COAT 
VETERANS’, who MIXED, TESTED and BREWED "BUBONIC 
PLAGUE”, "BLACK DEATH”, "ANTHRAX" "MALIGNANT 
PUSTULES”, NOT A DROP OF REPENTANCE IN A CAR-LOAD 
OF THEM, "UNITED STATES ARMY MEDICAL RESEARCH 
INSTITUTE OF INFECTIOUS DISEASES" (USAMRIID) AT 
FORT DETRICK (MARYLAND) 1961 to 1973, FEATURED 
BEFORE ARMY AND GOVERNMENT DIGNITARIES with 
"FRIDAY NIGHT "VESPERS’ TO THE TUNE OF: "BATTLE 
HYMN OF THE REPUBLIC!" ..."A TASTE OF WHAT REUNION 
IN HEAVEN WILL BE LIKE." By  "ANN DAMAZO" -(RH) 
Adventist Review March 15, 1990. p. 19.  

STOP AND ASK THE AVERAGE "ADVENTIST"  

How would "YOU" write this up??? BEWARE! Lest he have a 
"HEART-ARREST" WHAT? ME?? You could track him for 2 
Miles, and not catch up! ELLEN WHITE USED THE RIGHT 
W O R D S W H E N S H E W R O T E : “ … t h e G R E A T E R 
PROPORTION. ..will "COWARDLY" take the Side of the 
OPPOSERS!" 5T 136. "THESE APOSTATES will then manifest 
(VERY BRAVELY!) THE MOST BITTER ENMITY, doing ALL IN 
THEIR POWER to OPPRESS and MALIGN their FORMER 
"BRETHREN" and to excite INDIGNATION against them. THIS 
DAY IS JUST BEFORE US. We will then be...perhaps 
SEPARATELY and ALONE!" 5T 463.  

Right now! MANY will find any kind of excuse to sign over to the 
other side!! This we know just as surely as we know anything! And  
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so we say:“Goodbye!”…”for the WRATH of God must have come 
upon us if these CORRUPT PRETENDERS had remained with 
us!" 1T 99. 2SG 201.  

"THEY SHALL BE UNDER THE CONTROL OF SATAN"  

(1T 187.) “…As the storm APPROACHES, A LARGE CLASS ...BY 
UNITING WITH the WORLD. . .They become the MOST BITTER 
ENEMIES..." 1884 GC 426. GC 608. "When the LAW of God is 
made VOID -“THE CHURCH" will be sifted by FIERY TRIALS, 
and a LARGER PROPORTION than we now anticipate 
will give heed to SEDUCING SPIRITS and DOCTRINES OF 
DEVILS...FABLES OF EVERY KIND will be brought IN to 
SEDUCE...THE STORM IS COMING...CONFEDERACIES WILL 
INCREASE..." Ev. 561-5. (READ BEFORE AND AFTER!)  

Websters 1828- SEDUCE v. To lead. To draw aside or entice 
from the path of rectitude and duty in any manner. By flattery, 
promises, bribes or otherwise; to tempt and lead to iniquity; to 
corrupt, deprave. To entice to a surrender of chastity. He that can 
seduce a  female is base enough to betray her. 

We have come to the seductive hour! 

"THE "CELEBRATION" CONTINUES…THE "ADVENTIST 
REVIEW" will continue to Report on these "CELEBRATION" 
CHURCHES in an upcoming SERIES of "ARTICLES!" ...BLACK 
and HISPANIC CHURCHES in North America have been setting 
the pace...MUSIC IS EXUBERANT..." Adventist Review 
March 11, 1990. p.4.  

EXACTLY AS WRITTEN: (EMPHASIS HERS!)  
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"And thou, Capernaum (Seventh-day Adventists, who have had 
great Light), which are exalted unto heaven (in point of 
privilege) shalt be brought down to hell..." RH August 1, 1893.  

While the multitudes of Adventists look for the Enforcement of 
Sunday Law, they are not aware that the Ruby Red Lips of  the 
Whores of Rome and Apostate Protestantism are drawing 
them into bed to be defiled. (Mentally, Morally and Spiritually) 

EZEKIEL 25:25 "...and thy "REMNANT" shall Fall by the 
"SWORD!" they shall take thy SONS and thy DAUGHTERS and 
thy RESIDUE shall be DEVOURED by FIRE!"  

29 "...and shall leave thee NAKED and BARE..." 
30 "...because thou has gone a WHORING after the HEATHEN…  
32 "...thou shalt DRINK of thy Sister's cup…thou shalt be 
LAUGHED to SCORN...!" 
36 "The Lord said moreover unto me; Son of man wilt thou 
JUDGE AHOLAH and AHOLIBAH? Yea, (YES!) declare unto 
them their "ABOMINATIONS!"  

LOVE "UNLIMITED?" and “UNCONDITIONAL?"  

This BLACK Ugandan “LOVE SINGER = coming to SWEDEN 
when examined by "SWEDISH SCIENTISTS”, was found to have 
AT LEAST 5 INFECTIOUS CONDITIONS”; He was able to excite 
the YOUTH with "SONGS" of "LOVE!" I refused to Listen to the 
last Hour of this "ABOMINATION!" There is only ONE SURE 
CURE: "...and FIRE and BRIMSTONE rained down upon them 
from HEAVEN!" Luke 17:29. (Jesus Making reference to it) 

Gen. 19:24  "Then the LORD rained upon Sodom and upon 
Gomorrah brimstone and fire from the LORD out of heaven.” 
Thank the Lord! What a Glorious Day that will be! 
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"...the PREVAILING PESTILENCE... Soon the DEAD and DYING 
will be all around us. I saw that some will be so HARDENED as 
to even make "SPORT!" of the “JUDGMENTS OF GOD!" Pt 52. 
RH 1:11. [Sept. 1849] 

ARE WE FINISHED? NO, WE ARE NOT FINISHED 

For we are told: 

“Ezekiel declares: “Her priests have violated my law, and have 
profaned mine holy things: they have put no difference between 
the holy and profane, neither have they showed difference 
between the unclean and the clean, …and I am profaned among 
them... these words apply also to those of this age who do not the 
will of God. They are far-reaching, and come sounding down the 
ages to our time.” RH May 18, 1897, par. 7 

EZEKIEL 23:46-7 "For thus saith the Lord God...And the 
COMPANY shall STONE them with STONES, (This has happened 
already - HOMOS and LESBIANS parading their filth, and decent 
people threw stones and bricks at them! The POLICE turned 
water hoses on them to cool them off.) "...STONE them with 
STONES, and to DISPATCH them with their SWORDS (GUNS), 
they shall SLAY their SONS and their DAUGHTERS, and BURN 
their HOUSES with FIRE!"  

Ezekiel 24:6 "Wherefore thus saith the Lord God; "WOE to the 
BLOODY CITY! to the POT whose "SCUM" is THEREIN, and 
whose "SCUM" is NOT gone OUT OF IT!" 

12 "her "SCUM" shall be in the "FIRE!"...  

14 "...I, the LORD, have spoken it, and it shall come to pass…
NEITHER WILL I SPARE; NEITHER WILL I REPENT,  
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according to thy ways, and according to thy doings, SHALL 
THEY JUDGE THEE, saith the Lord God..."  

21 "Speak unto the House of Israel...your Sons and your 
Daughters whom ye have left, shall FALL by the SWORD!" 
ISA. 31:1-9. "WOE to them that go down to EGYPT for HELP, 
and STAY ON HORSES, and TRUST in CHARIOTS... and in 
HORSEMEN...they shall ALL FAIL TOGETHER!. . . "  

BRINSMEAD DENIED THIS:  

5T 755 "In the VISIONS given to ISAIAH, to EZEKIEL, and to 
JOHN, we see how CLOSELY HEAVEN is connected with the 
"EVENTS" taking place upon the Earth...COMING "EVENTS" are 
in the Hands of the Lord."  

JEREMIAH 56:1-7 (THIS CHAPTER is a RECORD of 
HISTORICAL "EVENTS’ that will be "REPEATED! ’) "Let all who 
desire to receive WARNING- READ CAREFULLY!" BC 4:1159. 
RH 5:542. [Sept. 16, 1908]  

5T 690-1 “THEY" will go on "BLINDLY" in the way of EVIL, but, 
like the deluded “PHARISEES", so "SELF-DECEIVED that they 
THINK they are doing God's service ...and some of you "THEY" 
will cause to be put to DEATH!" ...MANY shall be CAUSED to 
STUMBLE and FALL. "AND BE SNARED and be TAKEN." 

OFTEN ONE WORD- WILL CHANGE THE WHOLE 
THOUGHT OFTEN ONE WORD - will get a WHOLE 
ORGANIZATION TO END UP IN A HEAP, IN "LOWER 
ADVENTOSIA!"  

LOVE is that Word! While Multitudes look with trepidation and 
fear for that long looked for "SUNDAY LAW ENFORCEMENT”  
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they are FALLING for the Ruby Red lips of “Rome Protestant” and 
becoming Hypnotized by the Catholic Adventist leaders that are 
pulling them into bed with the Whore. Too late it will be to 
awaken from their drunken state, that they have fallen into by 
being so anxious to win their “Multitudes” bending all their 
EXEGETING to Please the “ICHING EARS” Striving to win the 
Pork Eating,Cigar Smoking, Child Molesting Sorcerers, not willing 
to show them all their abominations, they have money for the 
coffers- therefore we must retain them at all costs! Not thinking of 
the end of the road, until they are in the 7 last plagues.  

88GC 588.3 “The line of distinction between professed 
Christians and the ungodly is now hardly distinguishable. 
Church-members love what the world loves, and are ready to 
join with them; and Satan determines to unite them in one 
body, and thus strengthen his cause by sweeping all into the 
ranks of Spiritualism. Papists, who boast of miracles as a certain 
sign of the true church, will be readily deceived by this wonder-
working power; and Protestants, having cast away the shield of 
truth, will also be deluded. Papists, Protestants, and 
worldlings will alike accept the form of godliness 
without the power, (THE 3 UNCLEAN SPIRITS LIKE FROGS) 
and they will see in this union (POWERED BY FALSE LOVE!) a 
grand movement for the conversion of the WHOLE world, 
and the ushering in of the long-expected millennium.” 

Will YOU DARE to turn about, separate in order to 
become a part of “THAT SMALL REMNANT”?


